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Rabbit Season in Point Pleas ant Park
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By Jan Napier
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when David

agreed to

sister-in-law
and I did the lunch thing. "Naw, I just want to play on the
computer." "Come on, Dave, there's great rabbit hunting in
Point Pleasant Park and then we can make rabbit cookies."
I saw David hesitate, the wheels turning in his intelligent
young mind. "Okay, but just for 15 minutes." What young
boy could resist the intrigue of making cookies from
rabbits? They set offto walk down to the park with our
rambunctious pup leashed and leading the way.
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Cooking with kids is such a fantastic activity and David
still talks about that day which was the highlight of his visit
to Halifax. When he retumed the following summer, I asked
him if he had any plans for the visit. He didrr't hesitate this
time. "I'm going rabbit hutrting."
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I was already home when I heard them coming through the
front door. David had a big grin on his face and announced,
"That was fun!" Matt carried a black recycling bag with
something wildly squirming inside and said "We got a big
one!" I could see that Matt's forearm was playing the role
of the rabbit. C)r was it?
They disappeared into Matt's study, shut the door, and
I could hear the cookie preparations underway. Th6
conversation was priceless. "That was the best rabbit
hunting I've ever done", David said, and "My hands are
getting sticky". "That's the guts", Matt said. "No, it's just
chocolate."

A little while later, David proudly stepped out of the room
carrying a tray laden with little foil packets and I was
informed that the dessert preparation for the evening's meal
was in hand. One packet was set aside because it contained
the coveted rabbit's foot.

After supper, the boys set offoutside once again and
together cooked the "rabbit cookies" on the barbeque.
The family was treated to the ooey gooey goodness of
s'mores, the secret seasonal ingredient being chopped up
Easter bunny chocolate. A classic recipe, marshmallow
and chocolate sandwiched between two graham wafers,
wrapped in foil and then cooked on a campfire or barbeque.
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Here's another Easter treat that is fun to prepare with kids:
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Chocolate Peanut Butter Easter Eggs
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1 cup peanut butter
2 tbs. butter, melted
I cup sifted powdered sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
% cup milk chocolate chips
% cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
2 tsp. cooking oil
Coloured sprinkles, optional

Microwave the peanut butter and butter together (about 45
seconds) until the mixture is well blended when stirred. Stir
in sugar and vanilla and blend well. Cool. Shape mixture
-into egg shapes, whatever size you desire. Place on waxed
paper, cover and refrigerate at least 4 hours or ovemight.
Microwave the milk chocolate chips for about a minute
and stir to complete melting. Blend in one teaspoon of the
oil. Completely coat half of the total number of eggs with
the melted chocolate. Repeat, using semi-sweet chocolate
for the remaining eggs. Place on waxed paper and put in
refrigerator until set.

If desired, shake some sprinkles over the eggs before the
chocolate hardens. Keep chilled and enjoy!
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